
Receive calls from intercoms via mobile

Try the free demo

Give your residents a home they can stay in contact with 
no matter where they are. The My2N app allows them 
to answer video calls from intercoms remotely for a full 
overview of attempted visits to their home. Plus – they’ll 
never miss a delivery again!

My2N App

2N.com



Mobile phone

Operating system iOS 15 and later, 
or Android 8 and later

App My2N app installed

Internet connection Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G, 5G - with slower 
connections, the service may not 
work properly, or you may experience 
reduced video quality

Video intercom

Video intercom type 2N IP video intercom with camera, 
AXIS video intercom

2N OS version 2.22 and later

Internet connection Internet connection via cable 
or SIM card (2N® LTE Verso)

Reliability

Service reliability is 99.98%

Limitations

Maximum number of devices 
in one installation

500

Maximum number of devices 
called from one speed dial 
button

5

Price conditions

Cloud calling service from a video intercom to a mobile phone/tablet 
is subject to charges. You can purchase a subscription from your 2N 
hardware supplier or directly from the My2N Management Platform

The most reliable solution 
on the market
A video intercom installed at the entrance will be able 

to call the My2N app 99.98% of the time:  it’s the most 

reliable video intercom-to-mobile calling solution you can 

offer your customers.

Quick setup 
You don‘t need to know the SIP account, authentication 

proxy, or firmware version to set up calls. The My2N 

Management Platform makes it easy for anyone to 

manage the configuration.

Remote functions
Control dozens of video intercoms and perform up to 4 actions 

remotely including opening doors, closing the car barrier, 

turning the lights on, or calling the elevator.

Round the clock home 
surveillance
Using their mobile phone, users can see what is 

happening outside their homes at any time. And with 

an external camera connected, they can even see 

around the corner.

24/7 reception 
Direct calls to receptionists, too, so that when they’re not 

at their desk they can answer the door using their mobile 

phone. Outside of business hours, a security guard can 

take over.

More than just calls
Residents will love the extra options My2N gives them: 

video surveillance before answering, call logs, or 

snapping photos during the call.
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